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I_ NOVEMBER 

the novel form, but the Italian " novella " 
was really more like our short story than our 
novel. Alessandro Manzoni, in the 19th century, 
is the first moder·n Italian novelist of inter
national importance, and Matilde · Serao and 
Gabriele d' Annunzio (the latter better known 
as a poet and dramatist) a!e his greatest 
successors. 
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adopted the '' decimal '' system of counting by 
tens, r~presenting the fingers of ~both hands. 

Of all the older systems of number notation, 
the Roman system is the best known. Indeed, 
we still use it for certain purposes, such as mark
ing the hours on clock dials and numbering the 
volumes and chapters of books. In this system 
seven letters are used to repres~nt num·bers, 
with the value given below : 

IVXLO DM 
• 

In Spa-in there has been no name as great as 
that of Cervantes, but since the middle of the 
19th century the novel has been a very popular 
form. In the Scandinavian countries Bjornson, 1 5 10 50 100 500 1,000 · 
the greatest novelist of Norway, was followed The letter 0 is the initial letter of the ·Latin 
by Selma Lagerlof, who wove 'the folklore of word centum, meaning " hundred " and M of 
Sweden into beautiful romances, and by Johan mille, " a thousand:'' When a letter of less 
Bojer and Knut Hamsun, who have produced value is written before one of greater value, the 
powerful realistic -----------·---------- numeral represents the 
works. TABLE OF ROMAN NUMERALS SHOWING difference between the 
· Henryk Sienkiewicz, THEIR ARABIC EQUIVALENTS: two values. · Thus IV 
author of" Quo Vadis" I.· 1 XI.· 11 XXI.· 21 D.· 56°0 °0 equals 4; XL equals II. . 2 XII. . 12 XXX. . 30 DC .. 
and of " ~with Fire 111.. 3 XIII.. 13 XL .. 40 nee.. 7oo 40 ; XC equals· 90. 
and Sword " and other IV· · 4 XIV· · 1 4 L. . 5o DCCC. • Boo When the letter is 

V .. 5 XV .. 15 LX .. 6o CM.. 900 f 
historical romances VI. . 6 XVI.. 16 LXX .. 70 M .. 1,ooo written after one o 
dealing with the VII.· 7 XVII.· 17 LXXX.· 80 MM. · 2 '000 greater value, the 
struggle of the Poles, VIII.· 8 XVIII.· 18 xcc. · 90 I~.· 4'000 sum of the two is 

IX .. 9 XIX .. 19 .. 100 V .. s,ooo d 
is the chief represen- X XX C"' 2 . !X 9 ooo represente . · When a .. 10 .. 20 '-'·. 00 .. , 
tative of Poland. bar is placed over a 

In Q-ermany in the 18th century Goethe letter its value is multiplied by 1,000. Thus 
wrote the most famous of sentimental novels ; V equals 5,000 ; XIV equals 14,000. From the 
then came the picturesque humorous stories table on this page giving Arabic equivalents the-
of Jean Paul Richter, and the romances of value of any Roman numera.l can be found . 
Tieck, Fouque·, and von Kle~t. Simplicity of the Arabic System 
· Among leading French novelists are Victor In part the greater simplicity of the so-called 
Hugo and Alexandre Dumas, who were inspired " Arabic " system is due to the fact that each 
by Sir Waiter Scott, Honorede Balzac and Emile of the Arabic digits is a single character (1, 2, 3, 
Zola; but perhaps no other country has had so and so on, up to 9), instead of being composed, 
great an influence on recent fiction as has Russia, as most of the corresponding Roman numerals 
with the powerful novels of Gogol, founder of are, of several characters or letters (II, III, IV, 
the modern realistic school in that country, and so forth). It is also due to the fact that 
Turgeniev, Dostor~~ki, and Tolstoi. the Arabic system is based on an improved 
NOVEMBER. In the old Roman calendar principle, that of place value. In the number 
November was the ninth month, as its name 555, for example, the 5 at the right stands for 
indicates, but it is now the eleventh owing to 5 units or ones, the middle 5 for 5 t ens or fifty, 
the change of the year's beginning from March and the one at the left for 5 hundreds. This 
to January. At the same time the number of makes possible a decimal system, the place 
days was increased from 29 to 30. It is said "value of the numbers increasing tenfold to the 

. that the Roman Senate proposed to rename left and decreasing in the same ratio to the right. 
the month in honour of Tiberius, who succeeded The Arabic system of numbers is a convenient 
Augustus as emperor, but he declined, saying : one, but before the nought or zero was invented, 
" What will you do, Conscript Fathers, if you for several hundreds of years after the system 
have thirteen Cresars 1 " came into use, men found it difficult to write 
NUMERALS. · From the earliest times men such a number as 1,030, or 3,042,050. The 
have counted on their fingers, and the system of invention of the nought made possible the 
making straight marks or "tallies" as a record simplified arithmetical process~s in use to-day 
of numbers probably-grew out of this practice. in place of the older ones which requjred the 
·When the habit arose of "scoring " tallies with ''abacus," or count4J_g frame. It gave t.he world 
cross strokes into groups of five (thus, 1Hl11HJJ, a system of numbers which has proved a great 
each group represented the fingers of one hand. help in advancing ·both science and trad~. 
After a time this was found to be too small a The nought is for this reason COJ?.sidered one of 
unit, and in the end men almost universally the great inventions of the world. 

For any .subJec·t not found in its alphabetical olace .see information 
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